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ABSTRACT
on a numbar of occasions during the 3.8-yr, operating lifetime
of RAE-2, we observed strong terrestrial kilometric radiation when the
spacecraft was over the far side of the moon and when the low altitude
terrestrial magnetosphere was completely obscured from view. If these
deep lunar occultation events are used to infer radio source locations,
then we find that the apparent source must sometimes be situated at
geocentric distances of 10 to 40 RE or more. From an analysis of
these events, we show that they are probably due to propagation effects
rather than the actual generation of the emission at such large
distances. The kilometric radiation can be generated near the Earth
at auroral latitudes and subsequently 'strongly scattered in the magneto-
sheath and nearby solar wind to produce the large apparent distances.
The most likely scatterers are density inhomogenieties in the
magnetosheath plasma and ion plasma waves in the magnetosheath and
the upstream solar wind.
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SCATTERING OF TERRESTRIAL KILOMETRIC RADIATION
AT VERY RIGA ALTITUDES
INTRODUCTION
6
Abundant evidence now exists that one of the most common and
I.	 persistent manifestations of magnetospheric substorms is the genera-
tion of intense kilometer wavelength radio emissions. Recent satellite
studies of these emissions have shown that in many cases the radiation
source must be located on "auroral" field lines at a geocentric radial
distance of about 2-4 RE , and that they occur most frequently over the
evening local time sector in close association with discrete auroral
arcs and enhancements in the auroral electrodet. For these reasons,
the emissions have been named "auroral kilometric radiatldiL" (AKR) by
Kurth et al. (1975). In earlier papers we showed-that two-dimensional
source; position projections obtained from lunar orbit indicated that
there are also a significant number of cases with much larger source
altitudes (Kaiser and Alexander, 1976; Alexander and Kaiser, 1976)..
In fact, some observations of emissions emanating from the dayside
hemisphere appeared to suggest that the radiation might even be
generated in the outer regions of the dayside magnetosphere and perhaps
even in the vicinity of the magnetosheath (Alexander and Kaiser, 1977).
Until the connection or distinction between the emissions over such
an apparently wide altitude range is understood we have continued to
use the more general term "terrestrial kilometric radiation" (TKR).
The observations of kilometric emissions at such very large distances
from the Earth have presented a particularly perplexing problem. Dynamic
spectral measurements show that the distant emissions must be closely
related to the near-Earth AKR as part of the same radiation phenomenon.
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However, it is difficult to conceive of a single emission •riechanism that
can account for the generation of radiation over such a wide distance
range, especially since the radiation frequencies of the distant
"sources" are substantially higher than the characteristic frequencies
of the plasma in the outer magnetosphere. An alternative to having
the radiation actually generated at the very large distances is to
suppose that this class of events is due to radiation created in a
lower altitude source region which is subsequently scattered or reflected
off inhomogeneities which occur in a limited region of space and which
lead to apparent sources in the outor magnetosphere (Kaiser and
Alexander, 1977).
In phis paper we examine the latter hyopthesis in order to
interpret what may be the most remarkable members of the group of
distant kilometric emissions - namely those events with apparent source
distances of greater than 10 RE . The primary source of data for this
study is the 3.5-yr, collection of lunar occultation- measurements obtained
by the Radio-Astronomy-Explorer-2 satellite. We have reviewed the
entire series of RAE observations in order to identify and analyze
those occultation events in which we detect significant TKR when the
Earth is more than loo below the moon's limb corresponding to
projected geocentric radial distances of greater than 10 RE
for the apparent radio source. In subsequent sections we will illustrate
the characteristics that are common to this group of events and will
show how the radiation appears to come from near or beyond the outer
boundaries of the magnetosphere. Finally, we will examine the
plausability of irregular refraction orscattering as an alternative
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ito the generation of the emission in these regions and will discuss the
implications of this hyopthesis for studies of the solar wind-magnetosphere
interface.
OBSERVATIONS OF THE DISTANT RADIATION
The technique of using RAE-2 lunar occultations to determine source
positions has been described in detail by Alexander and Kaiser (1976).
Basically, the Earth is obscured from view on a portion of each 222-min
orbit of the moon for a period of about 7 days every two weeks. The
angular diameter of the moon as viewed from the 1190-km altitude of
RAE is 760 , and the maximum duration of deep (i.e., central.) occults-
tions of the Earth is 48 min. Since the angular size of the Earth
as seen from the lunar distance is about 20 , the entire magneto-
sphere inside a radial distance of 38 RE can be blocked from view when
RAE is on the opposite side of the moon from the Earth. Radio source
positions are generally determined by noting the times of disappearance
and reappearance of emissions during an occultation and then calculating
the direction corresponding to the position of the intersection of the
projection of the moon's limb at those two times. The ambiguity due
to the fact that two such intersection points always exist is resolved
by making the (usually) reasonable assumption that the limb inter-
section point nea nst to the Earth is the most probable source location.
When emission is observed even during very deep occultations this
assumption cannot necnssarily be made, and we can only put estimated
limits on the direction and radial distance of the source.
The dynamic spectra in Figure l illustrate the detection of TKR
when the Earth was more than 100 below the lunar horizon.- Each of
the six panels - display data obtained with a 32-channel receiver during
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a 100-min. period centered on an occultation of the Earth. The pre-
dicted times of the geometric occultation of the planetary disk are
indicated by the arrows an top of each ptanel. Notice that in the high
frequency channels above 4 MHz the noL)e levels due to man-made signals
from the surface of the Earth are cut off precisely at the geometrical
occultation times. The dominant fea ,,tre of all of these examples is the
strong TKR which often reaches receiver saturation level intensity at
frequencies near 250 ,kHz outside of the occultation period and which
persists to some extent even at mid-occultation at frequencies around
150 kHz. On some occasions (such as 1506-1514 U.T, on , March 19, 1976)
there is a brief "bite" out of the emission indicating that the apparent
source region was completely obscured for a short interval, but in other
cases relatively strong emission was detected at all times.
The appearance of the dynamic spectra during these events provides
compelling evidence that the noise bands that persist deep into the
occultation must have a terrestrial (i.e., magnetospherie) origin.
Although we have c,msidered the possibility of alternative sources,
our previous studles with the RAE and IMP-6 radio astronomy experiments
have identified no other comparable sources in this frequency range,
s
Solar radio bursts exhibit very distinctive and quite different dynamic
spectral signatures. We sometimes detect strong plasma wave emissions
at the interplanetary electron plasma frequency and its first harmonic,
but those events
,
 appear as very narrow lines. (For example, note
,
Jan. 11, 1976 at 50 and 300 kHz in Figure l.) The nonthermal continuum
radiation described by Gurnett (1975) is considerably weaker and also
has a different spectral shape. We see no alternative to concluding
that these events correspond to the reception by RAE of low frequency TKR
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yfrom geocentric distances that are so large as not to be occulted by
a3
the mean.
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The large distances implied by these events are illustrated in
Figure 2 where we allow two examples of the average power flux density
spectrum observed during the middle of an Earth occultation (left panel) S°g
i
and the projection of the lunar limb relative to the position of the
Earth as a function of time (right panel).	 For the case of Figure 2a
Y:
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(corresponding to the top panel in Figure 1) there is a peak at 110 kHz
in the average spectrum between 0330 and 0340 U.T.	 A closer examination
of the detailed data at 110 kHz shows a shar p drop in the flux between (	 ,
0337 and 0342 U.T. that probably corresponds to occultation of the
110 kHz emission region.	 The apparent source location inferred from
cq
those disappearance and reappearance Limes is indicated in the right-
hand panel of Figure 2a.
	 The corresponding projected radial distance
r
e
for the 110 kHz is ,.. 22 R E .
	
Oil 	 other hand, the more intense 250
,i
kHz emission in the center of the TO frequency band disappears and ;;4
returns almost in coincidence with the disk of the Earth, and so the
250 kHz source appears to be located very near the Earth at a projected
altitude of less than 1 R E .	 Therefore this event suggests that although
the most intense radiation at frequencies near 250 kHz probably came
from a source near the Earth, there was a significant fraction of the
radiation at frequencies near 100 kHz that arrived along a line of
sight that would noL even intercept the nominal magnetosphere.
`	 The example illustrated in Figure 2b gives a similar result.
	 An
f
intense 250 kHz source appeared to be situated relatively close to the
Earth at a projected goocentric distance of 6.5 R E .	 However strong
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emission centered near 110 kHz, persisted throughout the occultation
period so that there was no clear evidence of even a brief obscuration
of the low frequency source. As the right-hand panel of Figure 2b
indicates, a portion of the apparent 110 kHz source must be at a
projected geocentric distance of greater than 27 RE.
On at least six occasions we observed strong TKR activity through-
out the entire span of a central occultation of the Earth, and the
circumstances for those events are shown in figure 3. For each event
the pleaded region denotes the area that was completely blocked from
view at the mid-point of the occultation when TKR was still detected.
The frequency of peak flux density at that time is indicated by fo.
During these events the observed radiation had to arrive from a
direction outside the shaded fans. For these special cases, the most
plausible source location would appear to be a region relatively close
to RAE such as the nearby solar wind or magnetosheath. We have identified
at least 80 events of the type illustrated in Figure 1 and 2 between
June 1973 and April 1977 where clear (>10 dB above background) TKR
was observed when the Earth was at least 10 0 below the lunar horizon.
On at least 21 occasions included in the catalog of 80 peculiar
occultations a brief, essentially complete bite in the TKR could be
detected, and for 'those events we have been able to infer source
position estimates by the occultation timing/limb intersection technique
,.r
discussed above. The results of that analysis are shown in Figure 4.
Each arrow represents the line of sight from RAE-2 to the apparent
TKR source as derived from the occultation data and rotated into the
6
ecliptic plane. Also shown for reference are the average positions
Of the bow shock and the magnatopause, as derived by Fairfield (1971).
The most interesting aspect of the results in Figure G, when tnken
together, is the fact that they provide strong evidence that the radiation
comes from the magnetosheath. When the source direction lines are ex-
tended so that we can use triangulation to estimate the lent probable
source location we find t: intersections of sight lines highly cancan-
trated in the region of the nominal magnetosheath. The region inside the
magnetopause tends to be a region of avoidance. The bow shock and the
upstreaal solar wind cannot be absolutely ruled out as source regions,
and we shall return to this point shortly.
When we compare the catalog of 80 peculiar occultation events to
the average occurrence morphology of TKR there is no evidence to suggest
that these events correspond to particularly unusual radio storms. The
auroral electrojet index was at substorm levels (AC > 200 y ) for more
than 80% of the cases. However, TK12 is known to occur preferentially
during periods of high AG (Voots at al., 1.977; Kaiser and Alexander,
1977), and the average value of AK for these events was not significantly
greater than the average AE for all TKR. Similarly, the North-South
component of the interplanetary magnetic field was southward (B. < 0)
for over 80% of the cases, but the general association between southward
IMF and magnetospheric substorms is also well known.
On the other hand, we have found that at least two-thirds of the
distant emission events occurred at the time of solar wind density
enhancements associated with high speed streams, sector boundaries or
noncompressive density enhancements (NCDC's). Gosling or al., (1977)
have pointed out that NCDC's are characterized by density enhancements
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which are not associated with compressions along Che rising portions
of highspeed streams but which are observed when the solar wind
velocity is relatively low and constant or is Calling, for example,
at the end of a period of high speed flow. Roughly 50% of the periods
during which we observod the peculiar TKR occultations occurred during
such conditions.. Gosling et al. (1977) suggest that NCDC's may be
highly structured volumes of gas due to slew-moving coronal mass
ejections which ate being carried along by the solar wind. Apparently
these density events Can stimula ",e the conditions in the magnetoshcath
Y
or in the nearby solar wind which are necessary to cause the distant
TKR events,
A second interesting pattern in the class of distant emissions
concerns the frequency, fa , at which we observe the peak power flux
density during the deepest (i.e., most distant) part of the occultation.
In Figure 5 we plot the value of f  (as derived at mid-occultation from
dynamic spectra similar to Figure 1 and flux spectra as in Figure 2) versus
the hourly average solar` wind electron plasma frequency (King, 1977). There is
a direct relationship between the frequency range in which the distant TKR
emissions are observed and the interplanetary plasma frequency. A
linear least squares fie to the data in Figure 5 gives a sl6pe of 3.84.
DISCUSSION
At this point we are presented with the following picture. There
are occasions (roughly estimated to be 2 10% of the time) when a portion
of the TKR observed by RAK-2 in lunar orbit clearly arrives from a_large
angular distance from the Earth. These events usually are observed in
the low `frequency half of the 400 kHz-wide TKR band and usually, but
8'
not always, appear at a lower power flux density than that measured when
the entire maagnetospheric system is in the field of view. The lunar
uccultatiun measurements suggest that at tames the relevant region must
be at a geocentric distan^e of X38 R S and may even be as far from the
Mirth as the	 °n at GO 135 . Djo major questions still remain. First,
is the raadiatiun aaaally generated at those large distances or are
these even ,--s only due to "apparent sources" that arivL from a peculiar
propagation effect? Second, what is the specific physical mechanism
involved? We will examine these questions in tlae light of several
lines of evidence below.
,Generation In or Wear the Magnetusheath
Plasma densities in the magnetosheath will tend to be enhanced
over tlae solar wind densities and, on the average, will respond directly
to 'he t+,mporal variations in the solar wind density (and plasma frequency).
Mignetohydrodynamic models of the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction
(e.g., Spreiter and Rizzi, 1974) predict maximum enhancement in the
density of abLUt a factor of 4 immediately behind the nose of the
bow shock and of factors of ... 1 to 3 in the flanks of the mngnetosheath.
The corresponding unhanced electron plasma frequencies in the regions
away from the subsolar point would tend to be 1 to 1.7 times the
interplanetary values. "herefore if the distant TKR is due to radiation
actually generated in the sheath region, then the pt:nk power most be
emitted at frequencies that are Systematically higher than twice the
plasma frequency of the most dense plasma along the flanks of the
magnetosheath. Although it may be possible for such a mechanism to be
effective at times, the fact that the dynamic spectra show that the
9
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distant emissions form an integral part of a larger band of emission
whose central frequencies appear to come from relatively close to the
Garth argues against the genorntion of the low frequency emission at
the distant locations.
Irregular Refraction Effects in thL.Maanetosheath
A somewhat more palatable explanation for the distant sources can
be fashioned by considering scattering or refraction of low frequency
waves in the magnetosheath. The index of refraction for a wave frequency
of 100 kllz can differ significantly from unity in the magnetos,!,:!ath,
and, indeed, total internal reflection can occur at the magnetopause
for incidence angles larger than about 60 0. In order to estimate the
amount of scattering of the low frequency TKR that might be caused by
irregularities in the magnetosheath we use Chandrasekhar's (1957)
statistical theory of the angular spreading of rays. The root mean
square angular spread is given by
E 2
firms
AS
NN rl/ ^ (^ ) radians	 (1)Ts
where C.S - the path length through the scattering medium, hr
 = the ir-
regularity scale size, N = the average electron density, AN = the rms
fluctuation in electron density, f p the electron plasma frequency,
f - the wave frequency, and u = the index of refraction of the medium.
When RAE s situated over the dusk meridian at 18 hr. local time the
path length, AS, through the magnetosheath is typically ... 11 R E = 7x104
km. If we assume a density enhancement in the magnetosheath-of 2x the
solar wind density (Rowe and 8insack, 1972) and recall from Figure 5 o	 ;
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that f 	 3.8 fp(SW) , then
f 
ais) o 1/2(2 	
and V	 0.93.
f	 3.8
Then
drtc^5	 2.7x103 (11s)1/2 (AN/N),
	 (2)
where firms is in degrees and h a is in kilometers.
There is very little information available concerning the plasma
density structure of the magnetusheath,and so our knowledge of the
appropriate ranges for h s and AN/N is correspondingly vague. In a
scattering estimate very similar to ours, Vesecky and Frankel (1975)
used values considered characteristic of the solar wind -- namely
hs
 = 300 km and AN/N - 0.05. For that ease we get firms	 7.8° in
agreement K"`i.: 'esecky and Frankel who predicted that brms would be
only a icw degrees at ,.. 100 kHz. More importantly, they pointed out
that this would only be a lower limit estimate of the magnitude of the
scattering since the magnetosheath plasma is likely to be more dis-
turbed and inhomogeneous than tt,e solar wind.
A better picture of the relevant structure of the magnetosheath
might be derived from observations of large amplitude hydromagnetic
waves discussed by Kaufmann and Horug (1971). They interpreted large
amplitude magnetic field fluctuations observed in the 0.01 to 0.1 Hz
frequency range as slow magnetoacoustic waves associated with plasma
condensations having a scale size of ,..1000 km. Using this scale
size and assuming density fluctuations of 50%, we get firms ^ 42°. Such
11
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an rms scattering angle could easily produce the kind of results we
have described earlier in this paper. We can not Lake the quantitative
prediction for 
'firms too 1t.terally, because the expression in equatior
q	 (1) only applies to the ease of small angle scattering where individualb
deflections of a ray are small so that a statistical approach can be
C^-	 v
C	 applied. The most important point is that if significant density
fluctuations can occur in association with the magnetcacoustic waves
discussed by Kaufmann and Horng and if these strucoires rre common
^.	 features in the disturbed magnetosheath, then we should expect strong
scattering to occur for frequencies near 100 kHz. The magnetosheath
would then appear as a relatively bright halo of irregularly refracted
TKR in a manner similar to patches of fog illuminated by a street light.
In order to get ,a quantitative estimate of the amplitude of
electron density zluctaations in the magnetosheath which might cause
t%-, scattering of the low frequency TKR we have examined data from the
GSrC radio wave experiment on IMP-6. That experiment often detected
narrow spectral lines at the ambient electron plasma frequency in
both the solar winch and magnetosheath. Although these f emissions
p
were less commonly observed when IMP-6 was in th! ,  magnetosheath than in
the solar wind, there were a number of very c"laar cases when both the
absolute value of the magnetosheath electron plasma frequency and its
relative fluctuations could be measured unambiguously on time scales
longer than 5 sec. - A preliminary analysis of a sample of these data
has shown a number of occasions in the dusk hemisphere, magnetosheath
where the rms density fluctuations (AN/N) were are large as 30-40% and
where the irregularity scale sizes (assuming a flow velocity of
12
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300 km/sec) where	 20000 km.	 Very recent direct measurements of
mngnetusleath plasma by TSEC-1 agree with these estimates (J. Scudder,
private communication). 	 These results confirm the occurrence
i
of the level of density fluctuations necessary to cause strong
sentLering of the TO, but the infucred scale sizes are somewhat
larger than the scattering model would predict.
In a test of the scattering hypothesis, we have compared the occurrence eta-
tistics for the catalog of 80 peculiar occultation events with a phenomenological
model for magneL•oshenth propagation effects in Figure 6.	 The basic
1	
hypothesis is that the detection of scattered TKR when RAE was behind
the moon would depend on the amount of TKR power ;incident on the
magnetoshieaLh and on the: line of sight path length through the
sutgnetosheath.	 In the upper panel in Figure 6 we have plotted the
average power pntLern for TKR at 110 kliz derived from all RAC data
when Lhe Earth was not occulted. 	 This should be representative of the j
input power pattern to tha proposed scattering medium as a function of j
position.
	
In Figure 6b we show the minimum magnetosheath path length
p
(i.e., along the direct line of night to the Earth) for an observer
in lunar orbit.	 These data fire taken from the average mngnetopause q
1
and bow shock locations derived by Fairfield (1971).	 We have multiplied
the two local time distributions together in rigure 6c to derive a
7
"predicted" occurrence dist'ribut'ion based on those two factors, 	 This
simplified model can then be compar.l directly with the actual observed
r
event occurrence probability which is shown iii the bottom panel of
the figure (6d).	 The agreement between the two curves is remarkably
good and lends support to the "propagation effect" hypothesis.
13 3
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Bragg Scattering by Ion Waves
In cofitrast to the case discussed above involving irregular
refraction by large scale inhomogeneities in the magnetosheath, we now
consider the case of scattering b y microscale structures along the TKR
ray path. The observation of low frequency TO when the Earth is as
much as 380 below the lunar limb, implies that large angle scattering
must occur to TO waves, by at least 38 0 and sometimes through as much
as 1800 (back scattering). Such large deviations in propagation direction
suggest that the scattering centers must interact strongly, i.e.
coherently, with 'TKR waves. In such a scattering interaction the
conservation relations k = ki	 ke and w = wa =• W  apply to the incident
(i) and scattered (s) wave vectors and frequencies, with the scattering
center being characterized by k and W .
 
The scattering angle 9, measured
with rr,spect to the incident direction, is determined from the Bragg
scattering formula (where jk1	 IV 	 Ikl = 2 ki -sin (9/2).
Thus, for large angle scattering III r3 k 1
 or the wavelength X _ Xi/2,
where 2n/% = k, For backscattering, R = 1800 and V w 2 ki-, - or = X1/20
The fraction of incident power that is scattered is proportional to the
spectrum of density fluctuations S(k, w), where k and w refer to the
normal modes of the plasma (Sheffield, 1975). In a stable plasma, the
normal modes are ordinarily Landau damped and so have amplitudes which
are consistent only with thermal fluctuations. Such waves are expected
to have only minimal and random scattering interactions. However, in an
unstable plasma, such as occurs when energetic charged particle beams
interact with the thermal distribution, enhanced plasma wave amplitudes
are _generated so that S(k, w ) can become very large. Strong scattering
3	 a
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is then possible when the Bragg condition is satisfied by the plasma
waves and the incident electromagnetic waves.
Enhanced pinsmi wave turbulence cenimonly occurs in a large volume
of the solar wind near the Enrth's bow shock. A study of the beam-
Plasma interactions that result from the emission of energetic ions and
electrons by the bow shock into the solar wind (Rodriguez, 1978b)
has shown that the plasma waves required to produce strong scattering
of TKR can occur in the solar wind and very likely also in the magneto-
sheath. In particulnr, plasma waves correlated with energetic ions,
which we will call ion waves, can have wavelengths on the order of (1-2)
km and are thus closely mntched to the range of scattered TKR wavelengths
of (1.9-3.6) km, corresponding to the scattered TKR frequency band
(83-155) kllz. Electron plasma oscillations, which are correlated with
energetic electrons, may have wavelengths on the order of 1 km also,
but appear to be less important for scattering, as will be discussed
below.
Tile spectrum of solar wind plasma waves associated with energetic
electrons and ions emitted by the bow shock is similar to the spectrum
detected even more often ( essentially always) in the magnetosheath
(Rodriguez, 1978a). If ion waves in the magnatosheath can also be (1-2)
kin in wavelength, then a very large, permnnent scattering region extends
nround the Earth which is easily within the radiation patterns of TKR
from both north and south terrestrial poles. The source of plasma wave
turbulence in the magnetoshenth is not well established, but may he
associated with energetic particles in the magnetosheath, such as the
such as the energetic ions observed by West and Buck (1976).
.l5
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The geometry that we hypothesize for large angle scattering of
TKR by plasma waves in the solar wind and magnetosheath is depicted
in Figure 7. Tie average location of the magnetopause and bow shock
are shown along with a typical magnetic field direction in the ecliptic
plane. The figure is similar to the actual geometry that occurred for
the central occultation of December 14, 1973 illustrated in Figure 3.
The shadow zone,for the central occultation is shown as the shaded
cone. The areas (actually volumes) identified as regions of plasma
wave turbulence are determined by the vectoral addition of the solar
wind convection velocity and the velocity vector of-an energetic
Particle ( w l kev) outwardly emitted along the magnetic field direction.
Typical boundary locations (dashed lines) for electrons and ions are
discussed by Greenstadt (1976)._ As depicted in the figure, the emission
cane for ion waves is generally symmetric about the magnetic field
direction and fairly broad; a similiar emission cone occurs in the
magnetosheath (Rodriguez, 1978x). Klectron plasma oscillations also
display a field-symmetric emission cone that is somewhat less broad
(Rodriguez and Garnett, 1975). Thus, for a given direction of an
incident (i) TKR ray, there is available a broad range of plasma wave
k-vector directions to satisfy the Bragg relation and scatter the ray
(s) through a large enough angle 9 to be detected behind the moon. Two
rays are shown scattering simultaneously toward the moon, one from the
solar wind and one from the magnetosheath. In fact, for the scattering
;mechanism that we are proposing the solar wind and magnetosheath are
probably indistinguishable and a given observation of scattered TKR
ji
may result from rays coming from many, a few, or only one scattering
16
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center.	 Scattering may actually be more probable from the magnetos lien th
because the plasmn wave turbulence is always present there, while in the
solar wind the location of the region of plasma wave turbulence is
1
influenced by the orientation of the magnetic field. f.
o ti
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A characteristic of the observation of scattered TKR is that only
a lower frequency portion of the full TKR spectrum is scattered.	 The
,. TKR band is typically 83-500 kllz (Kaiser and Alexander, 1977), while
the scattered spectrum is about 83-155 kllz.
	
This observation provides
supportive evidence for plasma wave scattering.
	
Rodriguez (1978b)
has	 shown that Cho wavelength spectrum of solar wind ion waves appears
to be broad enough to include the 1-2 lan range.	 In Figure 8 we plot n
, the Bra gg relation in terms of the wavelength ratio, %/l i= (2 sin 8/2)-
j	
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where N is the plasma wave density fluctuation wavelength and Xi_is
the incident TKR wavelength.	 With a range (1-2) km for 1 and (1.9-3.6)
km for k i it is clear Chat the Bragg formula predicts large angle
scattering, ® - 600 to 1800 , which we have shoom is necessary to
f
explain the observations. 	 For shorter TKR wave'engths, i.e., for
frequencies above 155 kllz, the ratio/) 1 Semmes large and the pre-
i
# dieted scattering angle is small;	 thus hig;i I t', jancy TKR cannot be
scattered through a large enough angle to be detected behind the moon.
i
The Bragg relation probably cannot apply strictly to large volumes
of the solar wind or magnetosheath. The dimensions of a scattering
center are difficult to estimate. Certainly a minimum size is on the
order of several kilometers; however, a more characteristic size which
can scatter appreciable power in a given direction would be . determined
by the distance and time scales over which energetic particle beams can
drive phase coherent, or approximately phase coherent, plasma waves.
Such information is presently unknown.
The spectrum of electromagnetic waves scattered
is observed at a frequency w  w Wi t w, where w is th
plasma wave. For ion waves, w 4 2 wpi therefore the
is fairly low since typically, fpi . wpi/2n X0.5 kliz,
scattered by solar wind ion waves would thus show no
by plasma waves
a frequency of the
ion wave frequency
TKR
detectable frequency shift-, consistent• with our observations. If
electron plasma waves were strong scattering centers for TKR, a frequency
shift of f - wpe/2n —20-30 kliz, where whe is the electron plasma frequency,
Could be detected at TKR frequencies. We have no clear evidence of such
frequency .•rifts in the scattered spectrum, and thus we conclude that
for plasma wave scattering of TKR, ion waves must be the peincipal
scattering centers. This conclusion is consistent with theory (Bekefi,
1966, p. 269), which shows that the cross section for ion wave scattering
is much larger than for electron plasma oscillations.
In laboratory and ionospheric observations the scattering ion waves
are identified as ion acoustic waves (Bekefi, 1966; Farley, 1971;
Sheffield, 1975). As discussed in Rodriguez (1978b), we have
refrained from identifying the ion waves we propose for TKR scattering
centers as ion acoustic waves, although they may be similar.
Ion acoustic caves in the solar wind have been discussed by
Garnett and Frank (1978), and shown to have a frequency spectrum
similar to the beam-generated ion waves, but the wavelengths of the
ion acoustic waves are about 0.1 km. Such waves cannot Bragg
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scatter TKR, as indicated on Figure 8. It is possible thnt the ion waves
are Buneman waves, which tend to saturate at a frequency of 1.75 
wpi
(flemberger and Jancarik, 1972). The important characteristic of the waves
for TKR scattering, however, is that they have the appropriate wave-
length, and this appears to be possible.
An additional bit of evidence that seems to support the ion wave
scattering hypothesis lies in the apparent association of TKR scattering
with noncompressive density enhancements (NCDG's). Gosling et al. (1977)
indicate that during NCDG events the electron and proton temperatures
tend to decrease; the published examples of these events indicate however,
that the ratio of the temperatures T e/Tp
 tends to increase. An increase
in Te/Tp is conducive to enhanced ion wave turbulence, such as lies been
Shown to be the case for the bow shock (Rodriguez and Gurnett, 1976),
and we may therefore expect that TKR scattering off solar wind and
magnetosheath ion waves may become more probable during NCDG's. Since
the most intense ion wave turbulence generally !occurs at the bow shock,
we do not exclude the possibility that the bow shock by itself is an
important scatterer of TKR,
Lunar Wako Refraction
For some occultations of the earth, RAG-2 passes through the lunar
wake. On these occasions, the spacecraft passes through a region of
changing density which can produce a substantial change in the index of
refraction. The density variation across the lunar wake lies been studied
iby Whang-(1969) and Ness et al. (1968), and they -show that the dens ty
quickly- decreases to -a ;sear-void within about 0.5 
m 
transverse to the
	
if
axis of "he wake. In orr]cr to estimate the angle of deviation that a TKR 	 ;
4ay would experience t o, the lunar wake, we she!? assume that the density
decreases to zero sharply at 1 RIII transverse to the wake axis. For a
TKR frequency of 100 kiln and a typically high magnetoshcath density of
N . 40 em 3 , the :index of refraction outside the wake is 0.82. Inside, the
wake, the index of refraction is nearly 1,0. Since the refractive index
increases in the wake, a ray will tend to be refracted inward toward titre
wake axis. Assuming an angle of incidence of 600
 such that the incident
ray is within the shadow cone, the angle of the refracted ray is 45 0 . ` .he
angle of deviation is therefore 15 0 . Such a deviation can make the ray
appear to come from outside the ± 36 0
 shadow cone, specifically, at an angle
of 900-45 0 - 450 . For lower TKR frequencies the angle of deviation is
greater, while for higher frequencies it is legs. Thus it is of interest
to determine what fraction of the large angle events might be due to wake
refraction rather than scattering. Since the wake is aligned in the anti-
sunwnrd direction, RAE-2 must pass through some portion of the wake during
an occultation of the sun, and this occurred on only 18 of our 80 events
(231). Scattering events which are observed from dayside local time positions
of the moon between about 0400-2000 hours will not be affected by wake re-
fraction since the spacecraft does not cross the wake during the occultation.
The high inclination (600) and precession of the RAE-2 orbital plane also
means that even in the nightside local time range of 2000-0400 hours in-
cluding the magnetosheath some earth occultations will occur during which
the spacecraft will not enter the wake. Thus, the effects of lunar wake
refraction tend to be minimized and do not substantially reduce the
number of true scattering events.
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CONCLUSIONS
In the preceding section, we have presented arguments in favor of
an explanation of the observation of TKR during deep Earth occultations
that is based	 on propagation efrects rather than on the actual generation
of the -amission at very large geocentric distances,	 Two alternative
scattering mechanisms appear to be plausible. 	 In the fiest, we would
expect strong scattering or irregular refr-qqtion to be occurring in the
magnatosheath due to large scale density Inhomogeneities characterized
by electron density fluctuations, AN/N, of — 50% and scale sizes of less
than a few R
E'	
In the second alternative, we expect large angle Bragg
scattering off ion plasma waves in the magnatosheath 	 and/or
the solar wind	 which have wavelengths that are nearly equal to the
incident TKR wavelengths. 	 At the present time., we cannot determine
which alternative mechanism as more important; they probably both con-
tribute at different times. 	 There is already observational evidence
that both the macroscale structure and the microscale features required
to produce the scattering do occur in the region of the magnetosheath.
New information waich will come from experiments on the ISEE-1 and 2
spacecraft should provide a more detailed assessment of the existence of
the scatterers we propose.
The interpretation of the very distant kilometric emissions in terms
of strong scattering effects has broader implications which may help to
resolve a number of questions about the locations of the radio source(s).
k. In our earlier studies of the source positions (e.g., Kaiser and
Alexander, 1976; Alexander and Kaiser, 1976) we found that m o s t strong
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TKR emiastons were observed to originate from within a geocentric
distance 01, 4 RL, but that there were still a significant number of
ocassions when source components were observed at greater distances.
Some of the more distant source position results could cguiLe possibly
be due to the same magnetosheath scattering effects that we have
discussed above to explain the extreme lunar occultation events.
On the other Band, a number of the TkIt source components observed
at radial distances of w 5 to 19 R  appear to be aligned along a specific
fancily of geomagnetic field lines or flux tube. This effect is not
likely to be a consequence of scattering in the magnetoshenth, but the
apparent"source configuration might be clue to discrete scattering regions
which are constrained to a limited region in the magnetosphere. Indeed,
the possibility of some special propagation effect as the explanation for
the apparent occurrence of TKR at large distances was suggested when we
first reported the lunar occultation results (D. Garnett, private communication),
and we have noted in an earlier paper (Kaiser and Alexander, 1977x) that
the plasma wave turbulence observed on auroral field lines by Cornett
and Frank (1977) may provide the necessary field-aligned scattering
centers. 'fhe present analysis tends to reinforce that hypothesis.
We conclude this discussion with a retrospective summary of the
present picture of the TKR source regicna. Mast of the emission is
apparently generated inside of 5 R  with a geocentric radial distance
of 2 R^ being our present best estimate;, for the most commonly occurring
location. Determination of source size is limitr_'d by the time resolution
of the ILAr--2 lunar occultation measurements, by diffraction effects at
the lunar limb, and by scattering. we can place ass upper limit ovi the
22
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typical source dimensions of 1 Rc . We do not completely rule out the
occurrence of kilometric radio sources at distances of greater than
5 R  or over areas of several Rg2 (such as a portion of the magnetoehenth).
but their radiated power levels and their frequency of occurrence are
Probably much lower than the intense, lower altit lAe, auroral kilometric
radiation sources commonly observed during magnetospheric substorms.
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JFIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1	 Examples of dynamic spectra obtained from RAE-2 during
deep lunar occultations of the Earth.
	
Each strip displays
the variation of received signal level (with darkness
proportional to intensity) between 0.025 and 13.1 MHz over
a 100-min span of time.	 The period of lunar occultation
of the Earth's surface
	 is denoted by the arrows.
Figure 2	 Plots of projections of the moon's limb (right-hand
panels) and power flux density spectra (left-hand panels)
for two examples of RAE-2 reception of kilometric radiation
from large angular distances from the Earth.
	 The right-
hand panels show the projection of the moon's limb onto
a plane through the Earth perpendicular to the line of
sight from RAE-2 to the Earth at 10-min. intervals of
U.T.	 The left-hand panels display the average flux
spectrum observed at kilometric wavelengths during the
10-min, interval that included the deepest part of the
occultation.	 L. T. is the sub-lunar local time at the
Earth at the time of the occultation.
Figure 3	 Ecliptic plane projections of the region blocked by the
moon (shaded area) during central occultations of the
Earth that were not accompanied by an interuption of
reception of TKR at RAE-2.
	
The heavy dot shows the
6
location of the satellite in lunar orbit with respect to
nominal bow shock and magnetopause locations.
27
Figure 4 Inferred directions of arrival of TY%R during a number
of deep (> 100) lunar occultations of the Earth.	 Each
arrow is drawn from the location of RAH-2 in lunar orbit
toward the apparent source direction rotated into the
ecliptic plane.	 A nominal bow shock and magnetopause
location (Fairfield,
	
1971) are shown for reference.
Figure 5 Plot of the variation of the frequency of peak TKR power
flux density, ,f	 during deep lunar occultation events
versus the hourly average solar wind electron plasma
frequency, f 
POW 
for the occultation period.
Figure 6 (a) The average power pattern of 110 kHz TKR as a function
of the obeerver's sub-satellite local time. 	 (b) The minimum
path length through the average magnetosheath to the Garth
for an observer in lunar orbit. 	 (c) The normalized product
of the distributions shown in (a) and (b).	 (d) The observed
occurrence probab i lity pattern for RAE-2 detection of TKR A
during deep lunar occultations.
Figure '7 A model for the observation of TKR scattered front the
solar wind and/or magnetosheath during a central lunar
ry
occultation.	 The shadow zone,	 indicated by the shading,
Sj
should be viewed as ,a three-dimensional cone. 	 TKR rays
which are incident (i) on a scatter^_ng center (plasma
waves) with the appropriate wavelength become scattered
rays (s) at an angle E), and thus appear to come from
outside the shadow zone.
	
The boundary locations for
k,	 11
28
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plasma wave turbulence are variable, depending on the
orientation of the magnetic field.
Figure 8	 The Bragg scattering relation, showing that for large
angle scattering (0 > 600) of incident TKR wavelengths
X., the wavelengths a of the scattering centers must be
(1-2)km. The shaded intervals on the vertical axis give
the range of values of /? i for selected values of X
{
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